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Midheaven



A line of premium denim handcrafted in LA of the finest Italian fabric specifically for 
the tall girl.
Midheaven satisfies a niche of women specifically looking for longer than average in-
seams. The term “Midheaven“ means “middle of the sky;“ the brand represents that as a 
FEELING, an initiative, to evoke the confidence to live life as your best and most fearless 
self; to reach for your own personal midheaven. We believe height is not just a physical 
state, but a STATE OF MIND.



In its endeavor to provide a beautiful product to fit the likes of those who find themselves 
somewhat outside the average sizing scale, Midheaven Denim strives to bring back the 
confidence to those who have lost it in the dressing room. “Height is a State of Mind“ is 
Midheaven“s goal; to focus on the importance of feeling your best and truest, most confi-
dent self and bringing those necessities to the forefront. Sometimes all it takes, is a good 
pair of jeans.
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"Kenzo"

"Bonita"
Def: beautiful, lively

Def:: strength, unwavering

"Keane"
Def: sharp, tall

"Tallulah"
Def: risilient, long, tall

"Mera"
Def:: strong, treetop

the legsthelonger



the legs



"Astrid"

"Valentina"
Def: strength, health

Def:: unique

"Ezza"
Def: unusual beauty and strength

"Augustine"
Def: tall, magestic

the Closer



the Closer
to Heaven



Eco-Conscious

Midheaven Denim at its core was born out of a need. However, we believe what is needed 
most is care, not only for each other, but for our Earth as well. Midheaven products are made 
from fabric produced in the world's greenest denim mill: a mill located in a national park just 
outside of Milan, Italy, wich takes valuable measures to promote environmentally-conscious pro-
duction tactics, produce fabric that largely diminishes its waste and subsequent impact on the 
environment, while also maintaining an ethically responsible workplace environment. Our fabric 
is comprised of cotton sourced from the Better Cotton Initiative )BCI) and is made with the 
principals of reduce, reuse and recyle throughout its manufacturing process. This includes the 
recycling of all waste products from the mill's spinning, warping and dying departments.



Fabric

Midheaven also believes that our impact on the environment doesn't just stop at production. 
Additionally, we package and ship our goods in 100% sustainable packaging materials, and 
utilize carbon-free methods of shipping.

Each step in delivering our product to the world is taken with the Earth's health in mind.
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Tallulah - def: unusual beauty & strength
Midheaven's Denim Black Skinny

Rise: 10 in“
Inseam: 36 in“

Leg Opening: 10 in“

4A - 4007 - B009





Keane - def: sharp, tall
Midheaven's Ripped Indigo Skinny

Rise: 10 in“
Inseam: 36 in“

Leg Opening: 10 in“

3A - 4005 - B007



Bonita - def: beautiful, lively
Midheaven's Denim Skinny White

Rise: 10 in“
Inseam: 35 in“

Leg Opening: 10.in“

1C - 4006 - B008



Mera - def: strong, treetop 

Midheaven's Denim Flare, White
Rise: 10 in“

Inseam: 38 in“
Leg Opening: 21 in“

1C - 4010 - B008



Kenzo - def: strength, unwavering

Midheaven's Denim Flare, Black
Rise: 10 in“

Inseam: 38 in“
Leg Opening: 21 in“

2A - 4008 - B011



Valentina - def: strength & health

Midheaven's Midrise Moderate Flare, Indigo
Rise: 9 in“

Inseam: 38 in“
Leg Opening: 21 in“

1A - 4001 - B005





Astrid - def: unusual beauty & strength
Midheaven's Denim Skinny, Black

Rise: 9 in“
Inseam: 33 in“

Leg Opening: 10.5 in“

1A - 4003 - B007







Ezza - def: unique
Midheaven's Denim Skinny, Indigo

Rise: 9 in“
Inseam: 33 in“

Leg Opening: 10.5 in“

1A - 4002 - B006



Augustine - def: tall, magestic

Midheaven's Denim Button Fly Skinny
Rise: 10 3/4 in“
Inseam: 33 in“

Leg Opening: 10.5 in“

1A - 4004 - B004
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"Hold Those Shoulder Back Girl"
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"Height  is a State of Mind"



"The Longer the Legs,

The Closer to 

Heaven"
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www.MidheavenDenim.com
@MidheavenDenim


